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Learn more…
			The ESAC community regularly discusses the mechanisms and terms of Transformative Agreements to ensure that they continue to effectively achieve their aim of accelerating the transition to open access. Get in touch with the ESAC Initiative to learn what steps you can take to initiate such a strategy.

The ESAC OA Market Watch illustrates the current status of the major subscription publishers in terms of paywalled, open access and hybrid publishing. Details on existing transformative agreements can be found in the ESAC Transformative Agreement Registry.



		
REGISTER!
			Register your agreements here



		
Publisher Fact Sheets

Elsevier	



	Wiley

 

Springer Nature
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			Agreement registry

Register your agreements!



		

		
		News

			
					ESAC at 1000 and counting! TA registry charts global uptick in open publishing agreements
											April 4, 2024
									
	
					Everything librarians need to know about TAs!
											March 16, 2023
									
	
					Community of Practice Call – Publishing workflow and library processing workflow
											September 20, 2022
									
	
					Community of Practice Call – Enabling open access: author engagement and article submission processes under transformative agreements
											April 26, 2022
									
	
					Community of Practice Call – How are transformative agreements actually transforming the subscription system and enabling an open paradigm?
											February 24, 2022
									



		
Subscribe
To receive updates and contribute to ESAC discussions, subscribe to our listserv here.
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ESAC’s collaborators and supporters
				Bibsam & OpenAccess.se
	Unit – The Norwegian Directorate for ICT and Joint Services in Higher Education and Research
	Electronic Information Services Hungary
	JISC
	CzechELib
	Consortium of Swiss Academic Libraries
	Austrian Academic Library Consortium
	FinELib
	California Digital Library
	VSNU- Association of Universities in the Netherlands 
	DEFF – Denmarks Electronic Research Library
	OpenAPC Initiative
	Göttingen State and University Library




		
Collaborate
			With its collaborative approach, ESAC relies on contributions from its partners, library consortia and research organizations from around the world. Send us an email and learn more about how to get involved.



		
ESAC Documents on Offsetting
				
Joint Understanding of Offsetting (March 2016)
	
Customer Recommendations for Article Workflows and Services for Offsetting (1st Draft, March 2017)



		
More Resources
				
Checklist by the Netherlands UKB Working Group
	
JISC Publisher Compliance Document



		
Want to share something?
			Let’s develop a culture of sharing! Tell us about your lessons learned with that publisher. Post a comment or share your assessment of transformative agreements with others via this form 



		
[image: RSS] News from Delta Think, the open access data & analytics company
	News & Views Webinar: APC Update 2024 March 29, 2024We are proud to share a video recording of our March News & Views companion online discussion forum! Join us to hear the latest trends around APC data, including APCs for both Fully OA and Hybrid journals. We’ll talk about what we’re seeing in relation to recent years and discuss the broader context for the… […]

	News & Views: Open Access Charges – Continued Consolidation and Increases March 19, 2024This month we look at the latest data about Article Processing Charges (APCs). Per article pricing is a fundamental building block for all paid publishing models, so our review provides an invaluable insight into how costs of open access continue to evolve. This year, prices in general are increasing, some significantly. Important nuances in the… […]

	News & Views: In Research We Trust February 28, 2024In Research We Trust By Meg White and Heather Staines The Traditional Role of Publishers Maya Angelou famously said “Do the best you can until you know better. Then when you know better, do better.” Professor Angelou probably did not have scholarship or science top of mind when she made this observation, but in truth,… […]



News on Elsevier
	Norway and Elsevier Agree on Pilot National Licence for Research Access and Publishing


The Norwegian consortium for higher education and research organized by Unit,and global information analytics business Elsevier agreed to a pilot national license, providing Norwegian researchers with access to global academic research while making Norwegian research accessible through open access publishing. Read the press release


	Democratising Knowledge: a report on the scholarly publisher, Elsevier, by Dr. Jonathan Tennant


Education International just released a new report as part of their global response to the growing commercialisation and privatisation of education, Democratising Knowledge: a report on the scholarly publisher, Elsevier, by Dr. Jonathan Tennant. The report aims to provide the foundations for a critical study into Elsevier’s business model and practices. Go to the report


	Researchers submit a formal complaint regarding RELX and the wider scholarly publishing market to the EU competition authority


Researchers Prof. Björn Brembs and Prof. Johnathan Tennant made a formal complaint regarding RELX (Elsevier) and the wider scholarly publishing market to the EU competition authority. See the document at Zenodo  
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